The New LeBow College of Business Building

Classrooms

Podium
PC, Blu-ray player, laptop input
Document Cameras available from LeBow Tech
On screen annotation
Prototype of podium in Pearlstein 102

VTC and lecture capture capabilities
All rooms except small flexible furniture classrooms

Confidence monitors

Dual widescreen projectors in most classrooms
300 Seat Auditorium

- 300 seats
- 1 in building (lower level)
- 1x 248” 1080p projector
- 2x 70” confidence monitors
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100 Seat Auditorium

100 seats

1 in building (lower level)

2x 171” 720p projectors

2x 70” confidence monitors
Cluster Classroom

45 seats

3 in building (1st, 2nd, 4th)

2x 184” 720p projectors

1x 60” confidence monitor

Cluster tables promote group learning
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Case Classroom

60 seats

4 in building (lower level, 1st, 2nd, 4th)

2x 195” 720p projectors

2x 60” confidence monitors

Traditional instructor focused teaching
Computer Lab

40 Seats

4 in building (1st, 2nd)

2x 184” 720p projectors

1x 60” confidence monitor

Each student has individual computer work station
Collaboration Rooms

6 to 8 seats

17 in building (2nd, 3rd, 4th)

1x 60” LCD display

Can be reserved by students or faculty for group assignments